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Examining the uses of BNP testing in the outpatient setting

The efficacy of the B-natriuretic peptide assay for congestive heart failure diagnosis in acute care settings is well-established. Can its use be extended to the outpatient setting, particularly for identifying heart failure early in high-risk patients?

ALEX HARRISON, MD
Division of Medical Education and General Internal Medicine, Scripps Mercy Hospital, San Diego, Calif.

Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a prevalent disease whose nonspecific signs and symptoms often present diagnostic and management difficulties. The advent of a rapid point-of-care B-natriuretic peptide (BNP) assay has helped clarify diagnostic ambiguity and become part of the diagnostic armamentarium for the physician caring for acutely dyspneic patients. BNP has also been shown to serve as a surrogate for wedge pressure, extracellular volume, and neurohormonal modulation.

BNP is a 32-amino-acid polypeptide secreted from the cardiac ventricles in response to ventricular volume expansion and pressure overload. Elevated BNP values indicate ventricular wall stress and volume overload, such as that which occurs with CHF and in patients with left ventricular dysfunction, and the values correlate with the severity of symptoms and prognosis. BNP analysis is undergoing investigation as a diagnostic tool in the outpatient setting, and its utility and disadvantages outside the emergency department (ED) have not yet been clarified.

Possible outpatient uses that have undergone clinical investigation include CHF diagnosis and monitoring, determination of the effectiveness of CHF treatment and titration, early detection of CHF in high-risk patients, and monitoring for preeclampsia during pregnancy. The assay is currently undergoing review to become a waived test under CLIA.*

Potential outpatient uses
The use of BNP values to help diagnose and exclude dyspnea due to CHF is well-established in the ED and urgent care settings. Rapid BNP testing may also prove beneficial in these scenarios:

- Evaluating a dyspneic outpatient to confirm signs and symptoms of new-onset CHF
- Evaluating for occult CHF or cor pulmonale in a patient with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease who is not responding to treatment
- Ruling out CHF: The negative predictive value of normal BNP levels has led to the development of protocols incorporating a low BNP value of less than 100 pg/mL as an indication that CHF is highly unlikely and that alternative diagnoses should be entertained. The BNP cutpoints of 40 pg/mL and 400 pg/mL have a high negative and positive predictive value for determining CHF, respectively (see the algorithm, page 40).
- Measuring the severity of disease and prognosis. BNP values have shown to strongly correlate with the widely used New York Heart Association heart failure classification.

Anticipate CHF readmissions
A study of 325 patients presenting to the ED with dyspnea showed that 51% of those who had BNP values above 480 pg/mL suffered a cardiac event within 6 months, compared with only 2.5% of patients who had BNP values below 230 pg/mL.

*Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988.
Another study demonstrated that a discharge BNP value below 400 pg/mL is associated with a decreased likelihood of readmission for CHF within 30 days.19,20 These findings may be important as there is growing evidence that a discrepancy exists between the clinical severity of CHF as determined by the patient's symptoms and the physician's examination and the pathophysiologic and biochemical severity of CHF as determined by BNP values.

The recent Rapid Emergency Department Heart Failure Outpatient Trial (REDHOT) demonstrated a disconnect between the perceived CHF severity by physicians and that of BNP levels and alluded to the potential for BNP-guided triage and initial treatment options.16 A BNP level that is still significantly elevated—above 400 pg/mL, for example—in a setting where a patient feels well and appears euvoletic clinically may indicate the need for further titration of CHF therapies.

A recent large prospective study with follow-up lasting more than 5 years demonstrated the risk of death and cardiovascular events indicated
by BNP levels was well below current thresholds used to diagnose CHF. This study raises the question of meaningful "normal" BNP levels and perhaps indicates that clinicians could be informed of impending problems years before patients become symptomatic and before the disease process is severe and clinically apparent. The findings demonstrated that although patients had BNP levels within "normal" limits of below 100 pg/mL, those patients with levels above the 80th percentile were associated with multivariable adjusted hazard ratios of 1.62 for death, 1.76 for major cardiovascular event, 1.91 for atrial fibrillation, 1.99 for stroke of transient ischemic attack, and 3.07 for CHF.

Using BNP values to monitor disease progression

One of the most promising potential benefits of outpatient BNP testing is in the area of objectively and quantitatively monitoring the progression of CHF just as serum creatinine values are used to monitor renal dysfunction, BNP values have demonstrated utility when measured serially over time and when compared to baseline steady-state BNP levels. Such measurements allow a physician to detect asymptomatic subtle trends towards decompensation. Also, certain elevated BNP levels, despite optimal therapies, may help determine when referral to a CHF specialist or clinic may be indicated.

Echocardiography is the current gold standard for assessing cardiac function and determining the severity of CHF. The information provided by echocardiography is an invaluable analysis of cardiac function and provides estimated measurements of a variety of pressures, but limited access to these examinations and their cost deter their use on a routine basis. However, numerous studies have corroborated the correlation between echocardiographic findings and BNP values and may indicate that following BNP levels can act as a cost-effective surrogate for echocardiogram.

Similarly, serial BNP testing could help clinicians follow the effectiveness of treatment and help guide the titration of therapeutics. Other studies have shown that the beneficial effects of CHF medications correlate with declining BNP values in the hospital setting, and those findings have been confirmed in the outpatient setting. Perhaps the largest and most persuasive of these studies is the Valvarean Heart Failure Trial (Val-HeFT) that demonstrated that reduction in BNP levels occurred over time in patients randomized to treatment with valsartan while patients who were randomized to placebo had continued elevated BNP levels. Other outpatient trials are ongoing.

This article was contributed by Dr Harrison and edited by Dorothy L. Pennachio.

Dr Harrison discloses that he is a consultant for Biosite, which manufactures a BNP test.
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